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Abstract: The infrastructure of the Británica warehouses in Alicante is a very important industrial
architectural element in the history of Spain, although it is unknown to almost all of the inhabitants
of the city. The former fuel refinery is located in the Serra Grossa Mountains and served much of the
country until 1966. This research is based on the plans of the city of Alicante to convert a historical
element, the Británica warehouses, into a unique tourist site. Currently, the network of storage domes
in this facility, which has an approximate footprint of 20,000 m2 and domes approximately 20 m high,
is in a state of neglect, and there are neighborhood initiatives for its rehabilitation to become a cultural
or tourist site. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the quality of the indoor air. Radon
gas is analyzed as a control element for future refurbishment of the facility. Alicante is a nongranite
area and therefore is not very susceptible to generation of radon gas indoors, but the conditions of a
buried and poorly ventilated space make the site appropriate for analysis. Most scientific agencies in
the field of medicine and health, including the World Health Organization, consider radon gas to be
very harmful to humans. This element in its gaseous state is radioactive and is present in almost all
the land in which the buildings are implanted, with granitic type soils presenting higher levels of
radon gas. Nongranitic soils have traditionally been considered to have low radon levels. The city of
Alicante, where the installation is located, is a nongranitic area and therefore is not very susceptible
to generating radon gas in buildings, but the conditions of buried and poorly ventilated places make
the site appropriate for analysis to support air quality control and decision-making.

Keywords: healthy architecture; construction materials; environment; radon; underground building;
heritage building

1. Introduction

The majority of scientific agencies in the field of medicine and health, including the World Health
Organization, consider radon gas to be very harmful to humans. This element in its gaseous state is
radioactive, and higher levels of radon gas are present in almost all granitic soils in which buildings
are located. Nongranitic soils have traditionally been considered to have low radon levels.

This research is based on the plans of the city of Alicante to convert a historical element,
the Británica warehouses (Figure 1), into a singular tourist site therefore, the quality of the interior air
has to be taken into account. Radon gas is analyzed as a control element for future rehabilitation.

Alicante is in a nongranitic area that is not very susceptible to generation of radon gas in buildings,
but the conditions of a buried and poorly ventilated space make the site appropriate for analysis.
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Figure 1. Image of the Serra Grossa from the Castle of Santa Bárbara on Monte Benacantil (own source).

1.1. Radon Gas and Health

Radon is a chemical element belonging to the group of noble gases. It is found mainly in
the subsoil. The uranium in the soil disintegrates and produces radon, which remains in the soil.
When decomposed, it is released to the surface in the form of a gas. In its gaseous form, it is colorless,
odorless and tasteless and therefore undetectable [1,2].

Radon gas occurs as a result of the decay of the uranium contained in rocks [3]. Radon emanates
from the ground and is concentrated mostly in enclosed spaces [4], so it is highly recommended that
homes and workplaces are properly ventilated [5].

Three-quarters of the radioactivity in the environment comes from natural elements [6]. Radon
is the major source of natural radioactivity [7], and the public health problem generated by its
concentration both inside buildings and in drinking water means that it must be considered for
evaluation [8].

Radon decays due to so-called ionizing radiation because, when it enters matter, it usually pulls
electrons out of the surrounding atoms by a process known as ionization [9]. If the matter is biological
tissue with a high water content, the ionization of the water molecules can give rise to so-called free
radicals with a high chemical activity [10], sufficient to alter important molecules that form part of the
tissues of living beings [11]. These alterations may include chemical changes in DNA, the basic organic
molecule that forms part of the cells that make up our bodies [12]. These changes may lead to the
appearance of biological effects, including abnormal cell development [13]. These alterations may be
more or less severe depending on the dose of radiation received [14]. The main effect of the presence
of radon in the human environment is the risk of lung cancer [15]. This radioactive gaseous element is
present in almost all construction materials and in the ground on which buildings are constructed [16].

Different radon-measuring devices are available. Some are active, require electricity and allow
continuous recording of radon gas concentrations and fluctuations during the measurement period [17].
Others are passive and do not require electrical current to operate in the sampling environment [18].

Electret ion chambers (CIE) have been used to carry out this research. CIE are passive devices
that function as integrating detectors to measure the average concentration of radon gas during the
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measurement period. The electret functions both as an electric field generator and as a sensor in the
ionic chamber. The radon gas enters the chamber by diffusion through an inlet equipped with a filter
without allowing the rest of the elements produced during the disintegration process to pass [19].
The radiation emitted by the radon and its disintegration products formed inside the chamber ionize
the air inside the chamber by reducing the detector surface voltage [20]. Subsequently, a calibration
factor relates this voltage drop to the radon concentration existing in the space and time studied.

The most important source of radon in isolated buildings or ground floors is the radon present in
the ground. The radon concentration in the soil is generally between 10 and 50 Bq/kg, although it
can reach much higher values. The average value is approximately 40 Bq/kg. The amount of radon
entering a building’s interior from the soil depends mainly on the concentration of radium-226 in the
subsoil and the permeability of the subsoil.

Predictive maps of radon content are available in most countries, based mostly on the igneous
compositions of the ground [21]. For example, Sweden has developed maps based on the measurement
of the geogenic potential of radon, which indicates the level of risk by area estimated from the
concentration of radon in the ground at a depth of 1 meter [22]. Likewise, the usefulness of methods
based on other variables, such as the concentration of radium-226 in the soil or the equivalent of
uranium (eU), has been proven. In the case of France, for example, the national map has been drawn
up on the basis of geological maps and the average uranium content of each geological unit [23].
The German map [24] and the Czech map [25] have also been elaborated using the geogenic potential
of radon. All radon gas predictive maps consider granitic soils to be the highest risk in terms of
concentrations [26] and consider clay soils to have a low presence of radon gas. In Spain, the Technical
Building Code (CTE), as of February 2018, did not regulate the maximum dose of radon allowed in a
building and how to contain it [27].

The Spanish Mediterranean coast, where the city of Alicante is located, is mainly clay [28]. In the
urban center of the city are the two mountains compared in the study: Monte Benacantil and Serra
Grossa. Therefore, they can be considered to have the same igneous composition.

The ventilation of building interiors is essential to define their air quality because the greater the
air renewal rate [29], the fewer stale particles remain in the environment [30]. Therefore, the presence
of radon gas is used to analyze whether ventilation is adequate inside railway tunnels, i.e., whether
the area where the extraction machines are located (Monte Benacantil) has better ventilation than the
area where it is excavated in the rough (Serra Grossa) [31].

1.2. Radon Gas Regulations in Spain

In Spain, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Hygiene, under the Ministry of Labor
and Social Affairs, has published two related Technical Protection Standards [32], from which most
of the paragraphs in this section have been extracted. The NTPs are guides to good practice and
specifications, although they are not obligatory unless they are included in a regulatory provision in
force, and they follow the recommendations of the European public body in charge of coordinating
nuclear energy research programs, the European Nuclear Energy Community, or EURATOM.

According to NTP 533 “Radon and its effects on health”, experimental studies carried out on animals
that have been irradiated, as well as those carried out on people who, for various reasons, have been
subjected to high doses of radiation, have shown that ionizing radiation constitutes a carcinogenic
agent. The appearance of cancer usually occurs several years after receiving irradiation, being a late
effect, probabilistic or stochastic. The probability evidently increases with the dose.

The first works citing the carcinogenicity of radon in animals (rats and monkeys) exposed by
inhalation to concentrations of 27.8 × 106 Bq/m3 were carried out in 1943. In subsequent acute toxicity
studies with the same species for periods of three to seven weeks and with exposure to radon inhalation
concentrations between 18.5–740 × 106 Bq/m3, the effects found for whole-body irradiation were
pulmonary congestion and, frequently, paralysis of the hind limbs. X-rays revealed hyperactivity in
the skin, lungs, and adrenal glands [31].
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The first epidemiological studies on which the association between exposure to radon and lung
cancer is based were carried out in workers in uranium mines, demonstrating an incidence of lung
cancer 50 times higher than the average of the unexposed population in the mining population of
several countries [33]. Due to insufficient ventilation, the high concentration of uranium (and as a
consequence, of radium-226) produced a high concentration of radon and its byproducts, which when
inhaled generated lung cancer. Although cancer was initially associated only with inhalation of solid
matter, the importance of gas in the induction of the disease was later noted. The latency period of the
disease was set at 20 years.

In the absence of sufficient data, estimates of the risk associated with domestic radon exposure
were initially based on extrapolation of the results obtained for miners. This extrapolation had a series
of limitations, among which the following stand out:

• The absence of data concerning women and children, who obviously did not work in the mines.
• Uncertainties in the effect on health of the dose rate.
• Lack of data on smoking habits in most studies.
• Inadequate control of other confounding variables (such as exposure to gamma radiation or

suspended aerosols).

Therefore, to specifically assess the risk of cancer associated with radon exposure in housing,
a number of epidemiological studies of varying scope were undertaken from the 1980s onwards.
They have shown that the risk associated with household exposures is higher than that predicted by
extrapolation from the cohort of miners. According to studies conducted in Europe [34], China [35]
and North America [36], an increase of 100 Bq/m3 in the mean radon concentration in a household
leads to a 10% increase in the likelihood of lung cancer.

In short, radon has been considered carcinogenic by the World Health Organization (WHO) since
1998, according to the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), which classify it as a Group 1 and Group A carcinogen, respectively. The main
adverse effect of inhaling radon and its breakdown products is the risk of lung cancer.

Radon, as a gas, is not significantly retained in the respiratory tract. However, 90% of its
descendants may be attached to aerosol particles present in the air, which, depending on their size,
may be retained at different levels of the respiratory system. The smallest, the respirable fraction, will
reach the most sensitive areas of bronchial and pulmonary tissue, depositing there, along with the
remaining 10% of the disintegration products. The deposition of these particles generates a source of
emission of high-density α particles, so that a part of this tissue receives a high exposure, increasing
the possibility of developing a carcinogenic process. The dose received in the lung by beta radiation
(β) or gamma radiation (γ) is negligible compared to that due to alpha particles (α).

In Spain, the most valuable source of environmental radiological information is the Natural
Gamma Radiation Map (Marna) [37]. The Marna evaluates the rate of exposure to terrestrial gamma
radiation of natural origin referenced to one meter above ground level, which has an excellent
correlation with the content of radium-226, which is the precursor isotope of radon. Because the
currently available network of radon measurements in homes is not dense enough, the Marna offers a
good alternative for developing a radon exposure predictive map.

2. The Británica Warehouses as a Future Tourist Site in the City of Alicante

Inside the Serra Grossa is one of the most important engineering works of the 20th century,
unknown to almost all the inhabitants of the city: the storage domes of an old oil refinery that
in the past was initially owned by the state and then by the private company Campsa (Figure 2).
This infrastructure served a large part of the country until 1966, when a more modern refinery
was inaugurated in the port of Alicante. At present, it is in a state of abandonment, and there are
neighborhood initiatives for its rehabilitation and for it to become a cultural or tourist site. Therefore,
it will house people, and it is vitally important to conduct a study of indoor air quality.
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Figure 2. Image of the location of the Británica warehouses on the Serra Grossa from a drone flight
(own source).

This industrial facility was used for refining oil and its derivatives, from storage to distribution.
The installation included surface and other underground constructions excavated in the rock of the
Serra Grossa. This complex was internally connected with galleries and tunnels at different heights
that connected the interior rooms with the exterior rooms (Figure 3).

Today, despite decades of deterioration, you can still see part of the complex, especially the parts
that remain buried in the mountain. In its interior remain part of the elements of the old factory;
wagons, rails and electric cables are between dirt and complete abandonment.

The study of indoor air quality within this complex with radon gas as an indicator is presented
not only because of its interesting architectural morphology built on the mountain but also because of
its importance in the history of the city and the residents’ lack of knowledge about the site.
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Figure 3. 3D image made with drone photogrammetry of the location of the Británica warehouses
(own source).

2.1. History of the Place

The city of Alicante is very important at a strategic military level due to its port and Mediterranean
location. In the past, the province had two oil refineries, one of them located in Benalúa (from
“Industrias Fourcade y Provot”) and the other in the southern area of Serra Grossa on the site of an old
metallurgical company called “La Británica”, from which the Británica warehouse complex inherited
its name. The Británica factory received the crude oil from its own pier, Santa Ana, which later became
known as Pichón’s Shot. The first company to exploit the refinery was Deutsch y Cía in 1875; later,
it was used by the company El León.

The refinery grew as the country required its services due to the increase in population. At the
beginning of the 20th century, it supplied 55% of the Spanish market to be used for, among other uses,
public lighting and both civil and military vehicles. In 1903, an enormous delimiting wall was erected
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for the factory, as seen in the photos of the time (Figure 4). In 1915, the refinery was linked to the
railroad. In 1929, the pier was destroyed by a storm and was not rebuilt to link to the factory.

Figure 4. Left: Image of the Raval Roig and the boats of the Postiguet in the foreground. The factory
is in the background, with the jetty and the chimney. Image from the beginning of the 20th century.
Right: Image of the factory in 1909 (source: Alicante Vivo).

In 1929, the facility was acquired by the national company Campsa, which had a monopoly on the
country’s oil. At that time, the factory covered approximately 72,000 m2. The facility was modernized
due to the demand for fuel. With the existing political situation on the verge of warfare, the need for
crude oil was growing, and the location of the depots was a concern because it was an area vulnerable
to bombardment and easy combustion.

In 1932, an expansion and remodeling project was presented to be able to face the demand for
increasing the capacity of the tanks. In 1937, the project for Campsa’s underground factory was
presented. Excavation continued until the 1950s, and the interior was reinforced with shotcrete to hold
the vaults. This process of remodeling the factory was carried out to protect one of the most important
assets during the period of wars of the time.

When the Spanish Civil War ended in 1939, the underground factory began to be excavated,
the exterior installations were modified, new tanks with more capacity were added, and the employees’
homes were removed (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Image of the external tank of the refinery that is still conserved (own source).

The facilities were used uninterruptedly until they were abandoned in 1966, when Campsa moved
its operations to the Port of Alicante, in the area now known as Panoramis; they remained there until
they were relocated in 1979 to the outskirts of the city (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Image of the section of the vaults of the original project of the Británica warehouses (source:
original project, AMA files).

With the end of its use, all the tools that had served in the factory premises were removed for
different reasons. According to testimonies at the time, the cutting of one of the fuel tanks caused a fire
that lasted several days, and the smoke produced left the walls of the vaults completely black, as can
be seen today.

2.2. Architectural Description of the Complex

In addition to the underground volumes that make up the complex today, there are a few elements
that were once part of this important industrial factory in the city. Currently, it is abandoned, and due
to its dimensions and historical route, it can be considered within the framing of industrial archaeology.
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The enclosure consisted of three main galleries and seven secondary galleries, linked in a grid
pattern that housed large concrete vaults on their sides in which metal tanks were installed to store the
crude oil. The main vaults were approximately 20 m high and 18 m in diameter. The communication
galleries had average dimensions of 3 m by 2 m in height and a length of approximately 160 m.
The layout can be seen in Figure 7, showing 10 main and 16 secondary vaults. The total footprint of
the subterranean facility is located in a rectangle of 170 by 120 m.

The main entrance to the complex was the high central gallery, where maintenance and repair
work was carried out. The fuel tanks were filled by means of large pipelines that came to the surface
and connected with the external plants for distillation and refining of crude oil.

Figure 7. 3D reconstruction of the tanks (own source).

On the lower level, there were different outbuildings, such as warehouses, workshops, offices,
garages, warehouses and even workers’ homes. All of this area was demolished and at the moment
serves as the Sangueta stop of the Metropolitan Transport of Alicante.

On the next level was the large exterior tank, which is still partially standing, and the chimney,
which can be seen in the photos of the period. There were also old exterior gabled naves with
masonry walls.

3. Building Materials in Británica Warehouses: The Current Complex and Future Proposals for Use

The Británica warehouses were a work of considerable technical difficulty for the time as they
were underground tanks holding the fuel reserves for part of the country and were located inside the
mountain, which is now called the quarry. This area was the origin of San Julian’s stone, which was
highly valued for ancient and important buildings in the city, such as the city hall and the Cathedral of
St. Nicholas.

The underground installation consists of a set of circular naves with domes excavated from the
rock and reinforced with reinforced concrete connected by long corridors. All this construction was
calculated to be able to contain the weight of the mountain and, in case of enemy attack, to keep
the fuel well protected. During tank inspections, in addition to radon analyses, samples of different
construction materials were extracted for further analysis.

As described, the complex has been in disuse since 1966, and no work has been carried out
to reconvert or clean up the site. The refinery has been used for shooting films but has not had a
subsequent use due to the low level of conservation that it has had during the last 50 years. Various
proposals have been made to rehabilitate the complex, including for a leisure and cultural park that
would take advantage of the underground enclosures and high domes as an auditorium area.

The municipal Special Archaeological Protection Plan of Alicante has collected the proposals but
did not grant any type of protection. A report by the Directorate General of Heritage of the Department
of Culture of the Valencian Community recommended that the facilities be declared a “Property of
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Local Relevance”. Figure 8 shows one of the entrances to the complex from the Sangueta stop that was
finally built.

Figure 8. Image of the southern entrance to the complex, which was used as access to make the
measurements taken from the stop of the TRAM de la Sangueta. It is trellised and in a deteriorated
state such as the rest of the accesses (own source).

During the study of the layout for the new metro line crossing the Serra Grossa to the north,
consideration was given to the possibility of cutting through the factory as part of the excavation of the
tunnel, which would have meant the total loss of the site. This idea was discarded by the Conselleria de
Infraestructuras y Transportes, which makes later rehabilitation possible to enable viable approaches
of recovery similar to the aforementioned ones.

4. Study of the Quality of the Air in the Británica Warehouses

The study carried out inside the old fuel tanks of the Británica warehouses lasted two days,
beginning on 7 September 2016. The entrance to the site was made through the south door, which is
currently partially closed with damaged grilles that do not impede passage. Through this door, access
was gained to carry out the study. In the mountain, there are other hidden entrances that connect with
the large galleries, but they are closed and have not been explored during the work in the complex.

The measurement areas of the study in the old Británica deposits were as follows, as shown
in Figure 9:
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1. Zone 1
2. Zone 2
3. Zone 3
4. Zone 4
5. Zone 5
6. Zone 6

Figure 9. Plant image of the placement of the measuring devices inside the old tanks (own source).

The design of this work allows the communication of all of the rooms. The only ventilation comes
from the main entrances and some elements that emerge at the top of the mountain that in the past
served the factory to treat the fuel, so the air renewal is virtually null.

This old factory is very interesting for the study of the amount of radon gas because of its location
in the Serra Grossa and the type of construction. In addition, due to its activity, it played a tremendous
role in the supply of petroleum products for the whole country, and its underground structure is the
product of engineering more than 60 years ago, having endured although the mountain rests on it,
with domes close to 20 m high.

4.1. Radon Measuring System

The radon gas measuring system used in the study was a short chamber and short electret of the
Eperm System for two days (Figure 10). The complex morphology of the site means that all the rooms
studied have similar conditions of low ventilation.
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Figure 10. Image of the data collection phase inside the tanks (own source).

4.2. Climatology during the Study

The average temperatures recorded in the city of Alicante during the time of the study were
between 23 ◦C and 32 ◦C, and there was no precipitation, although that would not have considerably
impacted the underground tanks.

The temperature inside the tanks is similar to that recorded inside the tunnel that passes a few
meters into Serra Grossa itself, with average values close to 17 ◦C.

4.3. Results Obtained in the Study

The equipment introduced into the tanks was placed for two days in different rooms with a
unique combination of short-short camera-electret. The results obtained in the six previously chosen
zones are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Measurements carried out in the Británica tanks (own source).

5. Discussion of Results

The representation of the radon gas results in the environment of the Británica tanks obtained
using the combination of short chamber and short electret is provided in a comparative table that
shows the different measurement areas and the obtained average environmental concentrations of the
gas in Bq/m3. Table 1 and Figure 12 show the dispersion of the results in each of the zones.

Figure 12. Chart showing the dispersion of the results obtained in the six measurement zones
(own source).
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Table 1. Summary of the measurements carried out in the Británica tanks (own source).

Zone Place Number of Samples Average Gas Concentration Radon (Bq/m3)

Zone 1 Dome 1 6 1203,62
Zone 2 Dome 2 6 1381,27
Zone 3 Dome 3 6 1432,73
Zone 4 End of Corridor 1 6 1878,53
Zone 5 Aisle 2 6 2413,48
Zone 6 Dome 4 6 1358,94

The results obtained in the installation show a high average amount of radon gas inside, which is
explained by the limited air movement that occurs and the contact with the ground. In the different
measurements, the radon gas accumulation obtained varied between 1203.62 and 2413.48 Bq/m3,
quadrupling the threshold of 300 Bq/m3 in the most favorable case. Thus, this study has established a
value from which it is necessary to take corrective ventilation measures. A heat map of the results is
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Heat map of the results obtained (own source).

6. Conclusions

The infrastructure of the Británica warehouses of Alicante is a very important industrial
architectural element in the history of Spain, although it is unknown to almost all the inhabitants of the
city. The former fuel refinery is located in the Serra Grossa and served much of the country until 1966.

As an element for the future accommodation of people, it is necessary to carry out an air quality
study with radon gas as an indicator. The results obtained in the installation show a high average
amount of radon gas inside, which is explained by the limited air movement and its contact with the
ground. The values in the eleven measurement zones varied between 1203.62 and 2413.48 Bq/m3,
quadrupling the threshold of 300 Bq/m3 in the most favorable case, and establishing values for which
corrective ventilation measures must be taken.

The old Británica warehouses exhibit radon values much higher than those estimated for
constructions in Alicante, if we consider the Marna map, where the area of the Levante is considered
low risk. When this area is rehabilitated as recently proposed, the observation of high amounts of
radon gas inside must be addressed and solutions adopted. These must be oriented to better renew
the interior air by means of mechanical processes to avoid making more openings in the mountain that
would distort the landscape and weaken the structure. It is for this reason that the current conditions
should not be considered suitable for accommodating people until remodeling projects that include
adequate ventilation of the installation have been carried out.
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